Kidnap victims found dead, new abduction in Lebanon

The bodies of three kidnap victims, two British and one Irish, were found yesterday on a mountain highway near Beirut. Officials said the victims had been killed in a new abduction in Lebanon. The bodies of the three victims, two British and one Irish, were found yesterday on a mountain highway near Beirut. Officials said the victims had been killed in a new abduction in Lebanon.

Bomb stopped in London airport

After eight months of planning, security services thwarted an Irish woman who was attempting to board an Israeli jet bound for Tel Aviv with explosives hidden in her carry-on luggage. Officials think she may have been duped by an Arab girlfriend into carrying the luggage, without knowing the nature of its contents. A Scotland Yard anti-terrorist squad official described them as an "improvised explosive device" that would have gone off in the plane. British diplomat disarmed the device. (AP)

Tech passed over in Pulitzer awards

None of the 200 American newspapers that make up the Pulitzer Prize panel passed over any awards this year, according to the Associated Press. The New York Times was selected for explanatory journalism and criticism. (AP)
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Institute Professor of Linguistics Noam Chomsky delivered a tirade about policies at Hampshire College when he was a genius who was bored with high-school and had no patience for his teachers. The weapons, valued at $1.2 million, were seized by the Irish Naval Service on a vessel off the Irish coast in September, 1984. The brother of a Hampshire College-bound youth who was killed in a bombing attack in Beirut, Lebanon, was found dead last night, according to the Associated Press. The bodies of the three victims, two British and one Irish, were found yesterday on a mountain highway near Beirut. Officials said the victims had been killed in a new abduction in Lebanon.
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